
Your NEW Weiser Ultrabrights
LED turn signal indicator upgrades

PACKAGE CONTENTS: 
2 x LED turn signal/indicator inserts
4 x locking keys (Legacy I Extreme only)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
or check out the installation video at: 
www.weisertechnik.com

INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Figures 1 & 2 - Carefully remove the screw from the back of the indicator housing. 
 Remove lens, taking care not to damage the locating arm on the lens 
 (this plastic is easily stressed if forced).

2. Figures 3 & 4 - Remove bulb assembly and refl ector as one – a small fl at-end 
 screwdriver may help ease this out. Remove terminal wires from the back of the 
 bulb assembly (needle nose pliers may help).

3. Figure 5 (Legacy I only) - Fit indicator locking key (supplied) into the locating slot 
 on the arm of the indicator; match the same position as on old bulb refl ector assembly.  
 As older bikes have different shaped and sized housing ‘stems’, we have included 
 two different shaped locking keys to ensure an accurate fi t.
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For further information, please visit: 

weisertechnik.com or email: info@weisertechnik.com

4. Figure 6 - Whilst not touching the LEDs themselves, re-attach male/female terminal
 connectors to the rear of the LED assembly (long nose pliers again may help big 
 fi ngers). Note: if the indicator does not fl ash, you may have the terminals reversed.
 Check before re-assembly of lens.

5. Figure 7 - Line up the LED assembly and carefully push back into housing. 
 Make sure wiring is not trapped and that you do not touch the LEDs.

6. Figure 8 - Replace lens and screw 
 into housing, taking care not to 
 stress the arm on the lens. 
 Do not force.
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